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1. INTRODUCTION
We construct here several classes of simple Lie algebras of characteristic
 .0 which include the Virasoro algebra without central charge and the
graded Lie algebras of Cartan type. Our construction is motivated by our
w xrecent construction of simple locally Novikov algebras in 5 .
Our simple Lie algebras occur as subalgebras of certain algebras which
w xhave been defined by Kawamoto 4 . We give a construction of these
algebras in Section 2, and we also define there certain subalgebras. These
 .algebras include the algebras W n of Cartan type as well as the Virasoro
algebra. The class of all the algebras defined in Section 2 we denote by
W U. Occurring as subalgebras of the algebras of this class are three classes
that we call SU , HU , and KU , since they contain respectively the algebras
of Cartan type S, H, and K. These three classes are discussed respectively
in Sections 3, 4, 5. In the case of the class SU we find some new simple
algebras which have no analogue in the usual theory of Lie algebras of
Cartan type. Finally we end with a few remarks in Section 6 looking toward
a structure theory for simple infinite-dimensional Lie algebras.
2. LIE ALGEBRAS OF TYPE W U
The algebras of Kawamoto that we define here are less general in two
ways than the class that Kawamoto defines. First, we shall restrict our-
selves to simple algebras, and second, we shall suppose that the torus is
finite dimensional. The latter assumption is not essential for everything
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that we do, and is made mainly for convenience and to allow us to use
induction on the dimension of the torus when we are dealing with the class
SU. The notation used here is essentially the notation that we found most
w xconvenient for locally Novikov algebras in 5 , rather than the notation
w x  w x.used by Kawamoto 4 or 2 .
Let n be a positive integer, and for each k with 1 F k F n let D be ak
nonzero additive subgroup of the field F. Let N be the group algebrak
 m4over F with basis x where m ranges over D , and with the productk
defined by x m xn s x mqn. Let D be the direct product of D , D , . . . , D ,1 2 n
and let B be the tensor product of N , N , . . . , N . Then B has a natural1 2 n
associative product defined by
x a1 m ??? m x an x b1 m ??? m x bn s x a1qb 1 m ??? m x anqb n . .  .
It will be convenient to use the abbreviated notation x a s x a1 m ??? m x an,
so that the product in B can be expressed by x a x b s x aqb for a , b g D.
 .  .  . n  .Let B , B , . . . , B be n copies of B. We can make A s  B1 2 n is1 i
into an algebra by defining
a b aqb aqbx , x s b x y a x , 2.1 .  .  .  .  .j ji ii j
and extending by linearity. It is immediate that A belongs to the class
w xdefined by Kawamoto 4 , and hence is a Lie algebra. The simplicity of A
w xfollows from 4 , and will also follow from our Theorem 2.2.
 0.Clearly the elements e s x for 1 F i F n span a maximal torus fori i
A. The decomposition of A with respect to this torus is A s  A wherea a
 a .a g D, and where A s  F x . Replacing e by a nonzero multiple ofa i i i
itself in A has the effect of multiplying each element of D by a fixedi
factor. Thus we may assume that 1 g D for each i. Let e denote the rooti i
with 1 in the ith position and zero elsewhere, and let e denote the root
with 1's in every position.
Let J be a subset of the integers between 1 and n such that for each
k g J the group D is cyclic with generator 1. Then the subalgebra A ofk J
 a1 an.A is spanned by those elements x m ??? m x where a G yd fori k k i
each k g J. If J s B, then A s A. To see that A is a subalgebra, weJ J
 .look at 2.1 and suppose that the two terms on the left are in A . IfJ
a q b - 0, the coefficient on the right side vanishes if a s y1 s b ,k k k k
so by symmetry we need only deal with the case when a s y1, b s 0.k k
Then necessarily, k s i. Whether k s j or k / j, the product is seen to be
 .  4in B , and hence in A . If J s 1, 2, . . . , n , the algebra A is just the Liei J J
 .algebra of Cartan type usually denoted by W n . However, most of the
algebras A do not seem to have been discussed in the literature. We shallJ
often find it convenient to think of A as the special case of A when J isJ
empty. The class of all algebras of the form A will be called W U.J
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THEOREM 2.2. The algebras in the class W U are all simple.
Proof. Let C be a nonzero ideal of A , and let 0 / z g C. ApplyingJ
 0.ads of the various elements x of the canonical torus to z and takingi
linear combinations, we see that each homogeneous component of z is on
 a .C. Thus we can suppose that z s  c x g C for some a g D. Choosei i i
k so that c / 0 and suppose first that a / 0. If k f J, or if k g J andk k
w ya k ek . xa s "1, then x , z is a nonzero element of C such that the kthk k
superscript is zero but the k th coefficient is nonzero. If k g J and a G 2,k
 ye k . .we can achieve the same result by repeatedly applying ad x to z.k
Thus we may suppose that z g C has the added properties that c / 0k
w ek . x  aqe k .and a s 0. But then x , z is a nonzero multiple of x , sincek k k
the terms of the commutator with subscripts other than k all vanish. We
 a .  ya ie i.have shown that some x g C. Commuting this with x for each ik i
  ye i. .or when i g J and a G 2, commuting repeatedly with x , we havei i
 0. w ekye i. w e iye k . xxe s x g C. Then x , x , e y e s ye g C for each i.k k i k k k i
It is now immediate that C s A , and that A is simple.j J
3. THE CLASS SU
For algebras of Cartan type, the class S has usually been defined as the
  a . .  . akernel L of the map div : A ª B given by div  x s  a q 1 x .J i i i i
 a . b aqbDefining ) : A = B ª B by x ) x s b x , it is straightforward,i i
w x.  .here as in the Cartan type case, to verify that div D, E s D) div E y
 .E) div D , for any D, E g A , and hence that L is a subalgebra. We shallJ
not take this approach for two reasons. First, the algebra arising in this
 ye .way is not simple if J is empty, since the elements of the form x havei
divergence 0 but do not arise as the product of two elements of divergence
0. Second, and most important, there is a much larger class of simple
subalgebras arising here than in the pseudogroup or Cartan type classes,
and these new subalgebras seem to have nothing to do with the divergence.
We choose a notation for developing the class SU which is close to the
usual notation for algebras of Cartan type so that the reader can more
easily see how our construction relates to that case. For the cases HU and
KU , where our extension is quite straightforward, we shall return to the
notation that we have already established. We first define the analogue of
 ye i.the usual partial differential operators by D s x . Define the actioni i
 . a  b .D f s D ) f for f g B, and the action B = A ª A given by x x si i i
 aqb . h .  .  .x . Then we define D f s hD f D y hD f D for f , h g B. Fori i j j i i j
 . hfixed h g B, we let L h denote the sum of the images of D fori j
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 .1 F i, j F n. The fact that L h is a subalgebra follows from
h hD f , D g s hD f D y hD f D , hD g D y hD g D .  .  .  .  .  .i j k l j i i j l k k l
s hD f D hD g D y hD f D hD g D .  .  .  . .  .j i l k i j l k
y hD f D hD g D q hD f D hD g D .  .  .  . .  .j i k l i j k l
y hD g D hD f D q hD g D hD f D .  .  .  . .  .l k j i k l j i
q hD g D hD f D y hD g D hD f D .  .  .  . .  .l k i j k l i j
s hD hD f D g D y hD hD f D g D .  .  .  . . .i j l k j i l k
y hD hD f D g D q hD hD f D g D .  .  .  . . .i j k l j i k l
yhD hD g D f D q hD hD g D f D .  .  .  . .  .k l j i l k j i
q hD hD g D f D y hD hD g D f D .  .  .  . .  .k l i j l k i j
s Dh hD g D f y Dh hD g D f .  .  .  . .  .i l k j ik l j
q Dh hD g D f y Dk hD g D f . 3.1 .  .  .  .  . .  .jk l i jl k i
 .  .For any J for which A exists we define L h s L h l A . Also letJ J J
 .1. w  .  .x  .1.  .1.  .1.L h s L h , L h and L h s L h l A . Whether L h orJ J
 .1.L h is a simple algebra depends on h. Our first result in this directionJ
is
 .  .1.  .PROPOSITION 3.2. If h is not in¨ertible, then L h , L h , L h andJ
 .1.  .L h ha¨e a possibly transfinite composition series all of whose composi-J
tion factors are abelian algebras.
 .Proof. If we can show this for L h , it will automatically be true for the
 .1.  .  .1.  . talgebras L h , L h , and L h also. Let L s L h . Defining L sJ J
h tq1 .  . D h B for t G 0, we see from 3.1 thati, j i j
t u h tq1 h uq1w xL , L ; D h B , D h B .  . i j k l
i , j , k , l
; Dh hD htq1B D huq1B ; Dh htquq1B ; Ltqu . .  . . . . i j k l i j
i , j , k , l i , j
w x 0  t4Now L, L ; L , the elements of the sequence L are all ideals of Lt G 0
 . t tq1by 3.1 , and the quotients L rL of the composition series that they
define all have trivial products for t G 1. It remains to show that M s
L0rL1 has a composition series of trivial factor algebras. For ease of
 . 2notation we shall write D h as h . Since we are working modulo h insidei i
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h  .D when we are working in M, 3.1 yieldsi j
h h h hD hf , D hg s D hh h fg y D hh h fg .  .  .  .i j k l i l k j ik l j
q Dh hh h fg y Dh hh h fg . 3.3 .  .  .jk l i jl k i
w w xxWe claim that M, M, M s 0. For this we calculate that
h h hD hf , D hg , D he .  .  .i j k l p q
h h hs D hf , D hh h eg y D hh h eg .  .  .i j k q p l k p q l
h hqD hh h eg y D hh h eg .  .l p q k l q p k
s Dh hh h h h efg y Dh hh h h h efg .  .i q k j p l ik q j p l
q Dh hh h h h efg y Dh hh h h h efg .  .jk q i p l jq k i p l
y Dh hh h h h efg q Dh hh h h h efg .  .i p k j q l ik p j q l
y Dh hh h h h efg q Dh hh h h h efg .  .jk p i q l j p k i q l
q Dh hh h h h efg y Dh hh h h h efg .  .i p l j q k i l p j q k
q Dh hh h h h efg y Dh hh h h h efg .  .jl p i g k j p l i q k
y Dh hh h h h efg y Dh hh h h h efg .  .i q l j p k i l q j p k
y Dh hh h h h efg q Dh hh h h h efg s 0. .  .jl q i p k jq l i p k
Thus M is nilpotent, and the proposition is shown.
 .1.We want to show now that L h is simple when h is invertible, i.e.,
g g  .1.when h has the form x for some g g D. Further, for h s x , L h willJ
be simple exactly when g s 0 for each i g J. We begin withi
 .  .1.LEMMA 3.4. a If g / 0 for some i g J, then L h is not simple.i J
 .  .b If g s 0 and if g / 1 for some j g J, j / i, then D g L h .i j i J
Proof. For h s xg we calculate that
Dh xygqe j s 1 y g D y yg xye i g L h . 3.5 .  .  .  .  . . ji j j i i
h ygqe j.  .  ye i.If g / 0 but i g J, then D x f L h since x f A . Hencei i j J j J
 .L h contains no element which lowers the exponent of x , so that eachJ i
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 h  b . 4  .of the sets K s D x ¬ b q g G m q d q d is an ideal of L h .m k l i i ik i l J
 .1.  .1.Further, K l L h / 0. Thus L h is far from simple, to establishm J J
 .  .  .a . Part b follows immediately from 3.5 .
g  .1.PROPOSITION 3.6. Let h s x and n s 2. Then L h is simple; and
 .1.L h is simple if and only if g s 0 for each i g J.J i
 .Proof. Setting k s i and l s j in 3.1 gives
h h hD f , D g s D h D g D f y D f D g . 3.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4 .i j i j i j i j i j
If we choose h s x r x s , f s x k x l , g s x p x q, this gives1 2 1 2 1 2
h k l h p q h kqpqry1 lqqqsy1D x x , D x x s D pl y kq x x . 3.8 .  . . .  .12 1 2 12 1 2 12 1 2
 .Note that the right side will vanish if and only if either pl y kq s 0 or
k q p q r y 1 s 0 s l q q q s y 1. The first condition says that f and g
are powers of the same monomial. Define the length of an element z of
 .L h to be the smallest number m such that z can be expressed as a linear
h .combination of m of the elements D f where the f 's are monomials.i j
 .1.  .1.Let C be a nonzero ideal of L h or L h , and let z be a nonzeroJ
element of C which has shortest length among all nonzero elements of C.
If m is the length of z, suppose first that m ) 1. If the monomials in z are
not all powers of a single monomial, then we can multiply z by some
element that kills at least one term of z but not all terms of z, to
contradict the minimality of m. If the monomials in z are powers of a
 .  .single one, we can multiply z by an element of L h or L h associatedJ
with a monomial which is not a power of the monomials associated with z,
and the product will be an element zX of C in which the monomials are
not powers of a single monomial. Thus, m ) 1 leads to a contradiction,
 .and so m s 1. It is now easy using 3.8 to see that, with one exception,
h  a .  .1.  .1.any basis element D x of L h or L h is in C, in the case of the12 J
 . h  gye .second by using Lemma 3.4 b . The exception is the element D x12
 .1.when g / e which is not in L h because the coefficient will always be
1. 1. .  .zero when k q p s 0 s l q q. Then L h and L h are simple.J
 .1.THEOREM 3.9. If h g B is in¨ertible, L h is simple. Further, when h is
 .1.in¨ertible, L h is simple if and only if g s 0 for each i g J.J i
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.6, we can assume that n G 3. We will
 .1.  .1.work just with L h since this includes the case of L h by taking J toJ
 .1.be empty. The necessity of the condition for L h has already beenJ
 .  .1.shown Lemma 3.4 , so we just need to show that L h is simple whenJ
 .1.this condition holds. Let C be a nonzero ideal of L h .J
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 a .  .1.  a .STEP 1. x g L h if x g A, a s g y 1, and a / g y 1 fori J i i i j j
some j.
Proof. If a satisfies the hypotheses, then
Dh x aygqe iqe k s xg ? a y g q 1 x aygqe i D .  .i j j j i
y xg ? a y g q 1 x aygqe j D .i i j
s x a g L h . .  .i
Choosing r, s g D such that s r / r s and r q s s a y g qi j i j
 . w h r . h s .x e q e , we observe from 3.8 that D x , D x s s r yi j i j i j i j
h aygqe qe a 1.i j.  .  .  .r s D x , so that x g L h .i j i j i J
STEP 2. If i, j f J, then C contains a nonzero element which is in
 .  .B q B .i j
Proof. For z g A let zX denote z after its i-component and j-compo-J
X X .nent have been deleted, and let m s m z denote the number of distinct
X X mX  rl..  .  X.roots of z . Thus, z s   c x where r 1 , . . . , r m arels1 k / i, j k l k
the roots of zX, and z s z q z q zX where z and z are the i and ji j i j
components of z, respectively.
Choose 0 / z g C so that mX is minimal. We want to show that mX s 0.
For any choice of a satisfying the hypotheses of Step 1,
mX
XXa r l.x , z s c r l x g C , 3.10 .  .  .  . i i kk l
ls1 k/i , j
where the prime again denotes what is left after the i and j components
 .have been deleted. If r l s 0 for some l, then this commutator hasi
X fewer roots to contradict the minimality of m unless the commutator is
.  .  .zero . Suppose that r l / 0 for all l g L. If r l / 1 y g for some l,i j j
 .we can choose a s yr l for this j and the commutator will have atj j
least one root whose jth component is zero. Interchanging the roles of i
 a .and j, we can commute this element with an appropriate x and reducej
X  .m . If r l s 1 y g for all l, we can commute with two differentj j
 a .elements of the form x to get the same result. Thus we may assumei
 .that r l s 0 for all l. Then some choice of a will make either the i or ji
w a . X xcomponent of x , z nonzero, and this commutator will be a nonzeroi
 .  .element which is contained in B q B .i j
 .1.STEP 3. If J is empty, then C s L H .
Proof. By the last step, we may suppose that z s z q z g C for somei j
distinct i and j. Ignoring the powers of variables other than x and x , wei j
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 .  .can work in B q B as in the proof of Proposition 3.6 to obtain ani j
 b i b j.element in C of the form w s g x x where g is some element of Bi j i
which does not depend on x or x . If k / i, j, we can think of w asi j
 .  .contained in B q B , and we can work as just above to make wi k
homogeneous in x without altering a or a . Working if necessary withk i j
each other index in turn coupled with i, we can arrive at an element
 b .¨ s x g C.i
We know from Proposition 3.6 that, ignoring for the moment the other
 .1.variables, starting with ¨ and commuting with other elements of L h l
 .  . . h b .B q B , we can can get elements D x in C with every possiblei j i j
 .1.choice of b and b . In fact, by adjusting the elements of L h that wei j
commute with, we can make the other components of b anything that we
 .1.  .  . .  .1.  .want. Thus, L h l B q B ; C, and similarly, L h l B qi j i
 . .  .1.  .B ; C for any k / j. In particular, we get L h l B ; C, andk k
 .1.  .  . .hence L h l B q B ; C for every k and l. It follows thatk l
1. .C s L h .
STEP 4. Completion of the proof.
Proof. It remains to deal with the case when J is nonempty. If i g J
 .1.and if there exists j with g / 1, then D g L h . Otherwise, x D gj i j i
 .1.L h . In either case, if we commute this element repeatedly with an
element z g C, the last time before we get 0 we will obtain either an
element of the form gD where g g B is independent of x , or else ani i
 .element of degree 0 in x which has no component in B . In the firsti i
case, we proceed as in the proof of the last step to reduce to the case
where g is a monomial. In either of these two cases we proceed by
considering another element of J, say k, and by reducing further the
element of C that we have arrived at by commuting with D or x D .k j k
Continuing this process, we will arrive at an element of C which is
either of the form gD for some i g J where g g B involves only invertiblei
variables, or an element of the intersection of C and the subalgebra of
 .1.L h which involves just the invertible variables. In the first case, we can
 .1.proceed as in the proof of Step 3 to get each other basis element of L h
 .1.into C. In the latter case, by Step 3, the subalgebra of L h involving just
the invertible elements is contained in C, and so C contains monomials,
1. .and we can get all of L h in C by the same argument.
4. THE CLASS HU
U  .  .Let A g W where n s 2 r. Let s j s 1 for 1 F j F r and s j s y1
for r q 1 F j F 2 r, and let jX s j q r for 1 F j F r and jX s j y r for
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r q 1 F j F 2 r. Define the linear map D : B ª A byH
2 r
Xa aye yej j XD x s s j a x . .  .  . jH j
js1
Clearly the kernel of D is exactly the multiples of x 0. We will show thatH
 .the image H A of this map is a subalgebra of A. We can get a subalgebra
 .  .  .of A by defining H A s H A l A . The class of all algebras H AJ J J
 . Uand H A which arise in this way is the class H . In order to see thatJ
 .H A is a subalgebra, we use the identity
2 r
Xa b aqbye yej jXD x , D x s s j a b D x , 4.1 .  .  .  .  .H H j j H
js1
which follows from the calculation
a bD x , D x .  .H H
2 r 2 r
X Xaye ye bye yej j k kX Xs s j s k a b x , x .  .  .  .j  kj k
js1 ks1
s s j s k a b b X y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X .  .  . . kj k j j , k
j, k
y a X y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X . . 4jk jk
s s j s k a b b X y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X .  .  . . kj k j j k
j, k
y s k s j a b a X y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X .  .  . . kk j j k j
k , j
s s j s k a b b X y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X .  .  . . kj k j j k
j, k
q s k s j a b X a y d x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X .  .  . . kk j j k j
k , j
s s j s k a b X a q b y d b X a .  .  . j j k k jk j k
j, k
yd X a b x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X4  . kj k j k
s s j s k a b X a q b y d b X a .  .  . j j k k jk j j
j, k
yd X a b X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X .4 kj k j j
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s s j s k a b X a q b y d y d X .  .  4 . j j k k jk j k
j, k
= x aqbye jye jXye kye kX X . k
s s j a b X D x aqbye jye jX . .  . j j H
j
 .Two special cases of 4.1 which are useful are
Xe b byei iXD x , D x s s i b D x , 4.2 .  .  .  .  .H H i H
Xe qe b bi i XD x , D x s s i b y b D x . 4.3 .  .  .  .  .  .H H i i H
 .  .THEOREM 4.4. H A and H A are simple algebras.J
 .  .Proof. The simplicity of H A will follow from the simplicity of H AJ
by taking J to be the empty set. Consider the relation on D defined by
a ; b if the components of a y b are all integers, and let the length of
 .an element z g H A be the number of distinct equivalence classesJ
under this relation of the roots associated with the terms of z. It is clear
 .  a .from 4.1 that multiplying z by a single D x does not increase theH
 .length of z. Let C be a nonzero ideal of H A , and let z be a nonzeroJ
 .element of C of minimal length m. From 4.1 we see that it is possible to
w  a . xpick a g D such that D x , z is nonzero and has the property thatH
one of its root classes consists of roots with all coordinates positive
integers. Thus we can assume that z has been chosen to have this
property.
 .Suppose first that m G 2. Then we can use 4.2 repeatedly in such a
way that the terms associated with integeral roots all get eliminated by that
at least one other term is not eliminated. But this will contradict the
minimality of m. Thus it must be that m s 1, so that all roots of z have
roots with coordinates which are positive integers. Then repeated use of
 .4.2 will allow us to eliminate all but one term in z. In fact that one term
 e i.can be taken to be D x for some i. Once we know that this element isH
 .in C, it is easy to show that C s H A .J
5. THE CLASS KU
We turn now to the class KU of contact subalgebras, which occur when
n s 2 r q 1. For a g D, let aU s 2 y 2 r a , and define the map D : Bjs1 j K
ª A by
2 r 2 r
UXa aye aye ye ayen j j nXD x s a x q s j a x q a x . .  .  .  .  .j j  nK n j
js1 js1
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The image of D is the algebra K belonging to the class KU. TheK
remaining algebras of KU are of the form K s K l A . We note that theJ J
kernel of D is 0. The fact that K is a subalgebra follows from theK
following identity:
a bD x , D x .  .K K
2 r
U U Xaqbye aqbye yen j jXs D a b y a b x y s j a b x . .  .K n n j j /js1
5.1 .
To prove this identity we calculate that
a bD x , D x .  .K K
2 r 2 r
UXaye aye ye ayen j j nXs a x s s j a x q a x , .  .  .  .j j  nn j
js1 js1
2 r 2 r
UXbye bye ye byen k k nXb x q s k b x q b x .  .  .  . k k nn k
ks1 ks1
s a b b x aqby2 e n y a x aqby2 e n .  . 4j kn n j k
j, k
q s k a b X b y d X x aqbye kye kXye n .  . . kn k j jk
j, k
y a q d x aqbye kye kXye n . . 4jk jk
q s j a X b b q d x aqbye jye jXye n .  . . kj n j jk
j, k
y a y d X x aqbye jye jXye n . . 4jk j k
q a b U b x aqby2 e n y a y 1 x aqby2 e n .  .  . 4j nn j n
j
q aUb b y 1 x aqby2 e n y a x aqby2 e n .  .  . 4 k nn n k
k
q s j s k a X b X b y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX .  .  . . kj k j jk
j, k
y a y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX . . 4jk jk
q s j a X b U b x aqbye jye jXye n y a x aqbye jye jXye n .  .  . 4j nj j n
j
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q s k aUb X b x aqbye kye kXye n y a x aqbye kye kXye n .  .  . 4 k nk n k
k
q aUb U b y a x aqby2 e n . .  . nn n
Distributing each summation inside the braces following it and changing
the order of the terms, we obtain
s a b b x aqby2 e n y a b a x aqby2 e n .  . j kn n j n n k
j, k j , k
y a b U a y 1 x aqby2 e n q aUb b y 1 x aqby2 e n .  .  .  .j  kn n n n
j k
q s k a b X b y d X x aqbye kye kXye n .  . . kn k j jk
j, k
y s j a X b a y d X x aqbye jye jXye n .  . . j j n k j k
j, k
y s j a X b Ua x aqbye jye jXye n .  . j j n
j
q s k aUb X b x aqbye kye kXye n .  . kk n
k
q a b Ub x aqby2 e n y aUb a x aqby2 e n .  . n nn j n k
j k
q aUb U b y a x aqby2 e n .  . nn n
y s k a b X a q d x aqbye kye kXye n .  . . j n k k jk
j, k
q s j a X b b q d x aqbye jye jXye n .  . . kj n j jk
j, k
q s j s k a X b X b y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX .  .  . . kj k j jk
j, k
y s j s k a X b X a y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX .  .  . . j j k k jk
j, k
q s j a X b Ub x aqbye jye jXye n .  . nj j
j
y s k aUb X a x aqbye kye kXye n .  . nk k
k
s a b 2 y b U x aqby2 e n y a b 2 y aU x aqby2 e n .  .  .  . k kn n n n
k k
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y a b U a y 1 x aqby2 e n q aUb b y 1 x aqby2 e n .  .  .  . k kn n n n
k k
q s k a b X 1 y b U x aqbye kye kXye n .  .  . kn k
k
y s k a X b 1 y aU x aqbye kye kXye n .  .  . kk n
k
y s k a X b Ua x aqbye kye kXye n .  . kk n
k
q s k aUb X b x aqbye kye kXye n .  . kk n
k
q a b U 2 y b U x aqby2 e n y aUb 2 y aU x aqby2 e n .  .  .  .n nn n
q aUb U b y a x aqby2 e n .  . nn n
y s j a b X a q d x aqbye jye jXye n .  . . kn j j jk
j, k
y s j a b b X q d X x aqbye jye jXye n .  . . kj n j j k
j, k
y s j s k a b X b X y d x aqbye jye jXye kye kX .  .  . . kj k j jk
j, k
y s j s k a X b X a y d X x aqbye jye jye kye kX .  .  . . kk j j jk
j, k
y s j a b Ub X x aqbye jye jXye n .  . nj j
j
y s j aUb X a x aqbye jye jXye n .  . nj j
j
s aUb y a b U a q b y 1 x aqby2 e n .  .  . kn n n n
k
q s k a b X y a X b .  . n k k n
k
q s k aUb y a b U a X q b X .  .  . n n k k 5
k
= x aqbye kye kXye n . k
q aUb y a b U aU q b U y 2 x aqby2 e n .  .  . nn n
y s j a b X a q b q s k a b X y a X b d .  .  .  . j j n n n k k n jk 5
j, k j , k
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= x aqbye jye jXye n . k
y s j s k a b X a X q b X y d y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX .  .  . . kj j k k jk jk
j, k
y s j a b X aU q b U x aqbye jye jXye n .  .  . nj j
j
s aUb y a b U a q b y 1 x aqby2 e n .  .  . xn n n n
k
q s k a X q b X x aqbye kye kXye n .  .  . kk k
k
q aU q b U y 2 x aqbye 2 n .  . n5
y s j a b X a q b x aqbye jye jXye n .  .  .  kj j n n
j k
q s k a X q b X y d y d X x aqbye jye jXye kye kX .  . . kk k jk jk
k
q aU q b U x aqbye jye jXye n .  . n5
s D aUb y a b U x aqbye n y s j a b X x aqbye jye jX , .  .K n n j j /
j
 .to establish 5.1 .
 .We calculate for special cases of 5.1 :
0 b bye nD x , D x s D 2b x , .  .  .K K K n
Ue b bnD x , D x s D 2b y b x , .  .  . .K K K n
Xe b bqe ye byej j n jXD x , D x s D b x y s j b x , .  .  . .K K K n j
Xe qe b bj j XD x , D x s D s j b y b x . .  .  .  . .K K K j j
An argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 4.4 will
establish
THEOREM 5.2. The algebras K and K are simpleJ
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6. TOWARD A STRUCTURE THEORY
It is probably a little early in the development of the theory of infinite-
dimensional Lie algebras to see what a classification might look like.
Nevertheless we are motivated to make a few remarks concerning the
general form that we believe that the structure theory will take.
1. Consider first the class of central simple Lie algebras L over an
algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0, where L contains a maxi-
mal torus T of dimension n G 1 such that L decomposes as a sum of root
spaces with respect to T. We believe that this class will turn out to divide
sharply into two subclasses}those where all the root vectors act nilpo-
tently on the algebra, and those where most of the root vectors act
nonnilpotently on the algebra. The first subclass includes the finite-dimen-
sional Lie algebras and the Kac]Moody Lie algebras. The second subclass
includes the classes W U , SU , HU , and KU defined in this paper, as well as
 . w xthe algebras L G, g, f of Block 1 . We expect that there are other classes
of simple subalgebras of W U which also belong to this second class.
2. Following the example of Kawamoto's generalized Witt algebras,
the four classes of Lie algebras that we have discussed here can be defined
more generally by not restricting the torus to be finite dimensional. At this
greater level of generality, we expect that many more examples of simple
Lie algebras can be defined using topological methods and constructions.
3. Certain of the block algebras are isomorphic to algebras in class
SU. For example, when n s 2 the algebra in SU obtained by taking h s x e
is a Block algebra. The special case of this algebra when D and D are1 2
cyclic is the characteristic 0 analogue of the algebra which is denoted
  ..1.  w x.H 2, 1, F t in the papers of Strade e.g., 9 . However, we have not
seen how to represent most of the Block algebras as algebras in the classes
W U , SU , HU , or KU. We expect to pursue this question in another paper.
4. If our hypothesis about the torus is weakened too much, a wide
variety of different types of simple infinite-dimensional Lie algebras can
occur. This is illustrated by the fact that there exists a simple Lie algebra
L containing an element e such that L can be decomposed as a sum of
generalized eigenspaces with respect to ad , but not eigenspaces withe
respect to ad . Such an algebra can be obtained by taking the minuse
algebra of the third type of Novikov algebra described in Theorem 1.3 of
w x6 . By a generalized eigenspace for a linear transformation T acting on a
  .mvector space V, we mean a set of the form V s x g V ¬ T y a I x s 0,a
4some m .
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